
automation

SLM-1200

MANUAL
ROSLIDE

A manual slide carrier for

35mm slides is coupled to the

same projector used in other

“SL” series 1200 watt models.

Has “remote command”
feature, providing

communication between

lecturer and projectionist. Will

accommodate film strips

with attachment.

JUNIOR

321

Designed for exhibit work,

the Junior has a capacity of 16

slides and uses a 500 watt

lamp. May be remote controlled,

sound synchronized or timer

operated. 2" to 11"

lpnsps available.

SL-1200

STANDARD
SELECTROSLIDES

Most popular of the “SL” series, the

Standard models may be operated continuously,

and are also available with remote control

reversible sequence operation and

remote digital readout features. Five

models, with either a 750 or 1200 watt lamp,

carry 48-slide magazines. The digital

readout model (SLT-750) is equipped with

“slide skip” and remote on/standby features

as well as reversible operation.

SPEED DISSOLVE
SYSTEM
Uses any pair of modified

SL or SLR Selectroslide ,

projectors, enabling
j

instantaneous slide change
|j

effects to take place on the

screen, with up to 1200 watt
*

brilliance. No dark period or

motion during changes. Can be

wire or radio remote controlled

or sound synchronized.

DUAL
SELECTROSLIDES

Designed for lecturing

applications, or where

continuous showings of up

to 96 slides are desired.

Available in either 750 or

1200 watt models. One

magazine may be changed

while the other is projecting.-

Can be used with either one

or two magazines.
SLD-1200

1

SLX-750
SPINDLER & SAUPPE ALSO MANUFACTURE A LINE OF

TELEVISION SLIDE PROJECTORS FOR MULTIPLEXING AND UNIPLEXING.

RANDOM ACCESS
SELECTROSLIDES

For applications where any one slide can be

selected at will. The SLS-750 has a

capacity of 48 slides
;
96 in the SLX-750.

Average selection time takes only 2V2 seconds.

Magazines need not be keyed when

interchanged. Accessories include:

sequential unit, digital readout, and

automatic shut-off timer.

SLIDE COMMANDER
Radio remote control has 150

foot range. Now, you have

complete control as you talk

or lecture, no wires to hinder

your action — a touch of the

button gives you the next slide

when you want it, from

anywhere in the room.



SELECTROSLIDE Specifications
AWARD OF MERIT

Brussels World’s Fair

USED AT

Seattle World’s Fair

FORWARD Spindler & Sauppe, established in 1924, are the originators of automatic and remote control slide projectors, and have made scores of vital

contributions to the audio-visual field. Their SELECTROSLIDE projectors are today nationally known and recognized as superior in every way.

Installations have made two, three and five million slide changes and are still going strong. Many large organizations have standardized on

SELECTROSLIDE for their slide projecting needs. The National Park Service, for instance, has at least one SELECTROSLIDE in every major

National Park and Monument in the country.

SLIDES The “SL” series SELECTROSLIDES are built to accommodate 2" x 2", 35mm slides for all lenses from IV2 " to 11", and Bantam or Super-slides

(4 x 4 cm) with lenses of 4" focal length or longer. The Junior and SLM-1200 Manual SELECTROSLIDE will accept 35mm or Bantam slides only.

CONDENSING SYSTEM Optically ground and polished aspherical and collective condensers,, teamed with a glass front surface aluminized mirror and high speed

projection lenses, provide maximum light output and uniform illumination across the entire picture area, regardless of the lamp wattage used.

The Junior SELECTROSLIDE is equipped with a turbine blower, while the “SL” series uses a 100 CFM Venturi fan and air channels to BOTH

sides of the slide.

LENSES Lenses from IV2 " to 11" to fill practically any size screen at any distance are available as well as matched condensers for all lenses.

In the “SL” series projectors, lenses are bayonet mounted. Leitz Prado lenses and remote control or manual film strip attachments may

be mounted to “SL” series projectors. ALL SELECTROSLIDES may be used for either front or rear projection.

CURRENT Selectroslide projectors are built to use 110-120 volt 60 cycle current. 220 volts 50 cycle is available on special order for some models.

REMOTE CONTROL For use in lecturing, teaching, sales training, etc., this feature is of utmost importance. Slide-changing time for the Junior and Standard models

is one second. Positive operation presents slides invariably in proper position and sequence under complete control of the speaker. The SLR

and SLT models provide remote control to also reverse the sequence of slides.

CONTINUOUS
OPERATION

For displays, exhibits, conventions, or on sales floors and similar applications, the built-in timer may be used. The “SL” series SELEC-

TROSLIDES, except the SLM, SLS, and SLX, have a selection of 4, 8, 12, and 24 second intervals on their control panel. The Junior has

an automatic timer for an 8 second interval.

SOUND Several synchronized tape recorders may be used with the SELECTROSLIDE. Models are available for continuous showings with either plug-in

tape cartridges or additional continuous tape units, for several minutes up to hours in length.
A

CABINETS Rear projection cabinets, such as the model 440 (illustrated) are available. Modern in style, and folding, it has a built-in screen and mirror,

and is covered in two-tone leatherette.

Model J+UO Cabinet

for all Selectroslide models

Representative Prices

MANUAL SELECTROSLIDE MODEL SLM-1200
lamp Lamp capacity up to 1200 watt.

Similar to the SL-1200 Selectroslide projector, but with manual 35mm slide changer, the SLM-1200 will also project

film strips with either a manual or remote control film strip attachment.

SLM-1200 Manual Selectroslide with 3" f 2.8 lens, 1200 watt lamp, slide carrier and fitted case $273.00. 2-button

“remote command” 15 foot cord $11.40.

JUNIOR SELECTROSLIDE MODEL 321
lamp Lamp capacity 500 watt.

With 5" f 3.5 lens and remote control cord $297.00 Carrying case $24.00. Lenses from 2" to IT" available.

STANDARD SELECTROSLIDE MODELS SL-750, SL-1200, SLR-7SO, SLR-1200, SLT-750

LAMPS

MODELS

PRICE

The SL-750, SLR-750 and SLT-750 will accept lamps up to 750 watt. The SL-1200 and SLR-1200 are the only 1200

watt continuous automatic slide projectors for 48 slides.

The SLR (reversible) and SLT (digital readout) models may be operated either forward or reverse. Model SLT-750

may be used to skip slides, without showing intermediate slides, and has a remote on/standby switch in addition

to the readout feature.

SL-750 Selectroslide with remote control cord, 3" f 2.8 lens, heavy duty carrying case, 750 watt lamp and magazine,

$489.00. SL-1200 Selectroslide, equipped as above but with 1200 watt lamp, $522.00. SLR-750 Selectroslide, equipped

as above, $588.00. SLR-1200, $621.00. SLT-750 Selectroslide, equipped as above, but with digital readout remote control

unit $891.00.

DUAL SELECTROSLIDE MODEL SLD-750 and SLD-1200
GENERAL The Dual Selectroslide models are similar to the Standard units but have a capacity of 96 slides, 48 in each maga-

zine. Slides feed alternately into the slide gate from both magazines. Operates in forward direction only.

SLD-750 Dual Selectroslide, with remote control cord, 3" f 2.8 lens and two magazines, $832.00. SLD-1200, equipped

as above but with 1200 watt lamp, $865.00. Heavy duty carrying case $36.00.

RANDOM ACCESS SELECTROSLIDE MODELS SLS-750 and SLX-750
GENERAL

PRICE

These Selectroslides are very much in structure like the Standard and Dual unit, except that instant selectivity is

obtained by remote push-button control unit, supplied as standard equipment. Remote on/standby is also provided.

SLS-750 Random Access Selectroslide with remote unit, 3" f2.8 lens, magazine, 750 watt lamp, and dust cover,

$1598.00. Projector case $36.00. Model SLX-750 Dual Random Access Selectroslide, equipped as above, but with two

magazines, $2386.00. Case $39.00

SPEED DISSOLVE SYSTEM MODEL 730
Model 730 Speed Dissolve System, including modification of two SL or SLR projectors, $255.00.

SLIDE COMMANDER MODEL 733
Model 733 Radio Remote Control including fitted case, transmitter clip and receiver mounting bracket, $198.00.
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